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Abstract

Recent studies have revealed that on-chip interconnects
neither is wire plentiful nor is bandwidth cheap. Based
on the results of these studies, in physical design of Multi-
processor System-on-Chip (MPSoCs), both the wiring den-
sity constraint and routing of wires are controversial issues,
and there is a trade-off between the network bandwidth and
wiring limitations. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce a
new topology, named Mesh Connected Crossbars (MCC),
to enhance the communication bandwidth between process-
ing elements; the proposed topology, also, has significant
topological advantages over traditional torus- and mesh-
based NoCs. Furthermore, we study the topological prop-
erties of MCCs and propose deterministic and fully adaptive
deadlock-free routing algorithms in an attempt to evaluate
the performance of MCC in different working conditions.
The simulation results show that under constant wiring con-
ditions, MCC exhibits higher performance and consumes
lower energy in comparison with equivalent Torus or Mesh
networks.

1. Introduction

Technology scaling intensified the number of processing
elements and memory cores on a single chip and increased
their operation speed [15]. Hence, the communication be-
tween cores has become a major bottleneck for the perfor-
mance of such systems [15, 5, 7, 17]. Traditionally, com-
munication between processing elements in Systems-on-

Chip (SoC) was based on buses. However, for large Multi-
processor System-on-Chips (MPSoCs) with many process-
ing elements, bus is a bottleneck from performance, scala-
bility, and power dissipation points of view and is not able
to support the heavy communication traffic of current appli-
cations [12].

The Network-on-Chip (NoC) is a communication-
centric interconnection approach which provides a scalable
infrastructure to interconnect different IPs and sub-systems
in a SoC [5, 7, 17]. Moreover, NoCs can make SoCs more
structured, and reusable, and can also improve their perfor-
mance [5, 8]. However, solutions to overcome performance
limitations in NoCs are yet to be presented.

Many topologies with different capabilities have been
proposed for NoCs including Mesh [8], Torus [7], Octagon
[9], SPIN [4], and BFT [11]. In such cases, one of the
main goals is to improve network performance by provid-
ing better static topological characteristics such as diameter
and average inter-node distance [8]. However, when de-
signing communication architecture, it is vital to consider
the effect of physical design constraints such as wire rout-
ing, wiring density, and power consumption. The authors of
[13] showed that in contrast to normal beliefs, on chip inter-
connections suffer from certain physical limitations which
lead to great performance reduction. According to their re-
sults, when we consider these physical design constraints,
higher dimensional networks may have serious limitations.
Moreover, these constraints cause designers to decline the
number of communication channels or wire bandwidth.

In this paper, we consider the concepts of performance
enhancement and wiring problems by proposing a new NoC



topology called Mesh Connected Crossbars (MCC). MCC
provides a communication architecture for IP cores with re-
duced number of outgoing channels and better topological
properties with respect to Mesh and Tori networks. This
reduction causes simplification of wire routing on the chip
and declines the wiring density, which is a quantitative mea-
sure of wiring complexity [13]. In addition, under constant
wiring density conditions,MCC lets us to improve com-
munication performance by increasing the communication
channel bandwidth. InMCC topology, all nodes are virtu-
ally connected based on Diagonal Connected Mesh (DCM)
graph; that is, all links of each fully connected sub-graph
in DCM will be replaced with a single crossbar switch in
MCC. This replacement reduces the number of channels of
a single node, and hence, the node degree will be reduced.
We will formally define and study the topological properties
of DCM in section 2. In section 3, a deadlock free adaptive
routing algorithm is introduced forDCM-based networks
and a intuitive proof for deadlock freedom of the algorithm
is given. In section 4, we address the design ofMCC based
on DCM. Finally , we evaluate the performance of MCC in
section 5, and conclude the paper in section 6.

2. TheDCM Topology

Mesh networks have been widely used as the underlying
interconnection network structure in parallel computers [14,
16] due to their simplicity, regularity, ease of implementa-
tion, and scalability [8]. Two and three-dimensional Mesh
and Torus were widely used in commercial massively par-
allel systems, such as IBM BlueGene/L [6], Cray XT4 [2],
and Cray XT3 [1].
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Figure 1. A sample DCM network of size 4× 4
denoted DCM4×4.

Diagonal Connected Mesh (DCM) is a topology based
on traditional Mesh, which improves its topological charac-
teristics by providing diagonal links between nodes in ad-
dition to the usual links in the Mesh. A4 × 4 DCM is
shown in Figure 1. Note that our main goal in propos-
ing DCM is to provide a network structure for the Mesh-

Connected Crossbars (MCC) network that contains fully
connected sub-graphs; hence, we can substitute the inter-
connects in a sub-graph with a crossbar switch. As will
be discussed later in section 4, substituting multiple output
links of a single node by only one crossbar switch port helps
improve communication bandwidth and alleviates physical
wiring limitations.

Like common instances of 2D and 3D Meshes and Tori
(to match physical constraints), we focus on 2D and 3D ver-
sions ofDCM. However, it is easy to extend the definition
of theDCM to any number of dimensions. Moreover, as we
will see later, higher dimensionalMCCs require large cross-
bar switches (with more than 8 ports) which may reduce the
scalability of the proposed topology.

2.1. Notations and Assumptions for DCM

We base our definitions on the ordinary Mesh specifica-
tions and notation. Hence, in the first step, we will briefly
introduce necessary concepts in the Mesh.

Definition 1 . An n-dimensional Mesh, denoted
by Mk0×k1×...×kn−1 , consists of a set of nodes
N(Mk0×k1×...×kn−1) = {(a0, a1, . . . , an − 1) | ∀i :
0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 =⇒ 0 ≤ ai ≤ ki − 1} where two nodes
A = (a0, a1, . . . an−1) and B = (b0, b1, . . . bn−1) are
connected by a link if and only if:

There exsit a unique j such that : (aj = bj ± 1) (1a)

∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and i 6= j =⇒ ai = bi (1b)

Definition 2 . In a Mk0×k1×...×kn−1 two nodesA =
(a0, a1, . . . an−1) and B = (b0, b1, . . . bn−1) are called
normal neighbors if their address satisfy Eq. 1. E.g., nodes
(1, 1) and(0, 1) in Figure 1 are normal neighbors.

Definition 3 . In a Mk0×k1×...×kn−1 two nodesA =
(a0, a1, . . . an−1) andB = (b0, b1, . . . bn−1) are called di-
agonal neighbors if their address satisfy the following equa-
tion:

There exist j and k such that :
j 6= k and (aj = bj ± 1) and (ak = bk ± 1) (2a)

∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and i 6= j and i 6= k

⇒ ai = bi or ai = bi ± 1 (2b)

For example nodesa andc in Figure 2(a) and nodes(0, 0)
and(1, 1) in Figure 1 are diagonal neighbors.

Definition 4 . A two dimensional DCM, denoted by
DCMk0×k1 , consists of a set of nodesN(DCMk0×k1) =
{(a0, a1) | 0 ≤ a0 ≤ k0 − 1, 0 ≤ a1 ≤ k1 − 1} where
two nodesA = (a0, a1) and B = (b0, b1) are connected



by a horizontal or a vertical link if they are normal neigh-
bors and the conditions in Eq. 1 are satisfied. Additionally,
if they are diagonal neighbors, they can be connected by a
diagonal link when one of the following conditions are sat-
isfied:

if a0& a1 are both even or odd simultaneously{
a0 = b0 + 1
a1 = b1 + 1

}
or

{
a0 = b0 − 1
a1 = b1 − 1

}
(3a)

if on of a0& a1 is even and the other is odd{
a0 = b0 + 1
a1 = b1 − 1

}
or

{
a0 = b0 − 1
a1 = b1 + 1

}
(3b)

Based on these equations we define two types of nodes
for the 2DDCM. Type I nodes are those whose diagonal
connections satisfy Eq. 2a andType II nodes are those
whose diagonal connections satisfy Eq. 2b. Figure 1 de-
picts aDCM4×4 network. The nodes highlighted by gray
color are ofType I and others are ofType II . As can be
seen in this figure, Eq. 3a and Eq. 3b lead to a Mesh-based
network with additional diagonal links compared to the tra-
ditional Mesh. However, the mentioned equations do not
allow connection to all diagonal neighbors. This restriction
is directly related to our goal in definingDCM with the aim
of cost reduction. In other words, we will substitute fully
connected sub-graphs by a crossbar switch which leads to a
reduction in network cost and power consumption, as will
be discussed in section 4.

Definition 5 . A three dimensional DCM, denoted
by DCMk0×k1×k2 , consists of a set of nodes
N(DCMk0×k1×k2) = {(a0, a1, a2) | 0 ≤ a0 ≤
k0 − 1, 0 ≤ a1 ≤ k1 − 1, 0 ≤ a2 ≤ k2 − 1} where
two nodesA = (a0, a1, a2) and B = (b0, b1, b2) are
connected by a horizontal or a vertical link if they are
normal neighbors and the conditions of Eq. 1 are satisfied.
Additionally, if they are diagonal neighbors, they can
be connected by a diagonal link inside one the planes
{d0 × d1, d0 × d2, d1 × d2}, where di represents th
i − th dimension axis, when one the conditions of Eq. 4
are satisfied. Connections of diagonal neighbors in the
dh × dm plane are as follows:

if both of ah and am are even

or odd simultaneously ah = bh + 1
am = bm + 1
al = bl, l 6= h and l 6= m

 or

 ah = bh − 1
am = bm − 1
al = bl, l 6= h and l 6= m

 (4a)

(a) (b)
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Figure 2. Diagonal links defined for
DCMk0×k1×k2 . (a) d0 × d1 plane (b) d0 × d1

plane (c) d0 × d1 plane (d) Highlighted cubes
depict fully connected sub-graphs with 8
nodes.

if on of ah and am is even

and the other one is odd ah = bh + 1
am = bm − 1
al = bl, l 6= h and l 6= m

 or

 ah = bh − 1
am = bm + 1
al = bl, l 6= h and l 6= m

 (4b)

Figure 2 shows diagonal connections of this type in dif-
ferent planes of aDCM4×2×2. E.g., nodesa andb in Figure
2(a) are both in thed0 × d1 plane.

Further to this type of diagonal links we can define new
diagonal links which connect diagonal neighbors in two dif-
ferent planes (such as nodesa andc in Figure 2(a)).

AssumeA andB are diagonal neighbors in two different
planes; there exists a diagonal link between them if and only
if all of the following paths can be established using the
links defined in Eqs. 1 and 4:

A = a2a1a0 → a2(a1 ± 1)(a0 ± 1)
→ (a2 ± 1)(a1 ± 1)(a0 ± 1) = b2b1b0 = B
A = a2a1a0 → (a2 ± 1)(a1 ± 1)a0

→ (a2 ± 1)(a1 ± 1)(a0 ± 1) = b2b1b0 = B
A = a2a1a0 → (a2 ± 1)a1(a0 ± 1)
→ (a2 ± 1)(a1 ± 1)(a0 ± 1) = b2b1b0 = B



Similar to the two-dimensional case, the aforementioned
definitions forDCMk0×k1×k2 links, restrict the connection
of possible diagonal links due to the concerns regarding a
cost effective design. Hence, only a portion of all possible
fully-connected sub-graphs will be produced. Figure 2(d)
shows the fully connected sub-graphs consisting 8 nodes in
aDCM5×5×3.
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Figure 3. A sample MCC network of size 4×4,
denoted MCC4×4, which is constructed by
substituting links of each fully connected
sub-graph in DCM with a single crossbar
switch.

2.2. Topological Properties

In this section we will present topological properties of
DCM andMCC which are commonly used to measure and
compare the static network performance of a system.

Node Degree: The node degree (ND) is defined as
the number of physical channels emanating from a node
[8]. This attribute shows the node’s I/O complexity. The
ND of a node inDCMk0×k1 , depends on the node’s po-
sition in the network structure and can get these values:
ND(DCMk0×k1) ∈ {3, 4, 6} . For example, in Figure 3,
we haveND(0, 0) = 3, ND(0, 1) = 4, andND(1, 1) = 6.

For two-dimensional Mesh we haveND(Meshk0×k1) ∈
{2, 3, 4}, and for two-dimensional Torus network we have
ND(Torusk0×k1) = 4 [8]. Therefore, the I/O complex-
ity of a sample node in DCM is more than that in Mesh
and Torus. However, we will replace the fully-connected
sub-graphs with crossbar switches to implement the MCC,
which leads to better node degree in comparison with Mesh
and Torus (Figure 3). In this case, there will be a great re-
duction in the number of emanated physical channels from
network nodes andND(MCCk0×k1) ∈ {2, 3}. As will be
discussed further in section 4, this reduction has a positive
impact on simplifying the I/O complexity of the network
nodes and allows us to enhance the communication band-
width.

The mentioned points are also correct for three-
dimensional DCM and MCC. This means that

the MCCk0×k1×k2 with crossbar switches has
ND(MCCk0×k1×k2) ∈ {1, 2}, while three-dimensional
Mesh and Torus haveND(Meshk0×k1×k2) ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}
andND(Torusk0×k1×k2) = 6.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) A DCM4×4, with diameter = 4.
The farthest nodes and the shortest path be-
tween them is depicted. (b) A sample case
when traversing the path between two far-
thest nodes. All but one traversed links are
non-diagonal.

Diameter: the diameter (D) of a network is the max-
imum internodes distance, i.e. the maximum number of
links that should be traversed to send a message to all nodes
along the shortest path. The smaller the diameter of a net-
work, the less time it takes to send a message from one
node to the farthest node. For a two-dimensional Mesh net-
work we haveD(Meshk0×k1) = k0 + k1 − 2 which cor-
responds to sending a message from one corner of the net-
work, say(0, 0), to another corner, say(k0 − 1, k1 − 1) . In
the same way, this parameter becomesD(Torusk0×k1) =
bk0/2cdk1/2e for the Torus network.

In a DCMk0×k1 , which has some additional diagonal
links, compared to ordinary Mesh, the maximum distance
between two nodes can be declined by traversing a diagonal
link instead of traversing two separate links in two different
dimensions. Figure 4(a) shows a sample traversed path in
DCM to move from one corner,(k0 − 1, k1 − 1) = (3, 4),
to another,(0, 0). As depicted in this figure, we can reach
a diagonal link just by moving one step left and resuming
our path on diagonal links. The diameter of this topol-
ogy is equal to:D(DCMk0×k1) = max(k0, k1) − 1. It
is clear that this relation is correct and for now we rely
on this short explanation. Also, the same method can be
used to achieve the results for three-dimensional cases as
D(DCMk0×k1×k2) = max(k0, k1, k2) − 1 . These val-
ues show that the maximum distance is declined inDCM in
comparison to Mesh. Moreover, the ratio of this reduction
increases as the network size increases. Hypothetically, this
diameter reduction leads to better performance in the net-
work.

In addition, the diameter ofDCM and Torus challenge



one another and depend on diverse factors such as the num-
ber of dimensions and their sizes. For example, in two-
dimensional topologies with the same number of nodes in
each dimension, the diameter of these two topologies is al-
most the same.

The mentioned points are also correct forMCC. This is
because changing normal links with a single crossbar switch
does not affect the possibility of moving from a node to
its diagonal neighbor. However, in realistic situations there
may be a contention between multiple input ports of a cross-
bar to access a specific output port. This effect is closely re-
lated to routing function and network traffic load, which are
not considered when theoretically analyzing the diameter.

3. DiaR: A Deadlock Free Routing Algorithm
for Diagonal Mesh Connected Topology

In this section, we will propose a deadlock free routing
algorithm forDCM topology which can be used inMCC as
well. We call this routing algorithmDiaR. The basic idea
for DiaR is the same as Duato’s routing algorithm [8]. This
means that DiaR has two classes for routing, one of which
is FAR (Fully Adaptive Routing), its first routing class, and
the other is deadlock avoidance class (its second class). The
FAR algorithm can route packets through minimal path to
anywhere in the network, without any constraint. Hence, we
will only propose a deterministic, minimal path, deadlock
and livelock free routing algorithm for the second class. Our
proposed routing algorithm is for two and three dimensional
DCM networks. For brevity, we will just present the rout-
ing algorithm for two-dimensionalDCM and call it 2D-Det.
We can easily extend the idea of 2D-Det to define the 3D-
Det, etc. Figure 5 shows the pseudo code for 2D-Det. The
mechanism of 2D-Det is similar to dimension ordered al-
gorithms in Mesh and Torus networks [8], in which, first
the distance vector of the current and destination node ad-
dress is calculated and then it is tried to reduce the offset of
dimensions to zero, according to a pre-defined precedence.
As an exemplification, the traditional deterministic routing
for Mesh (XY-Routing) first tries to reduce the offset of di-
mension X to zero and then reduces the offset of dimension
Y to zero [8].

However, there is a major difference between 2D-Det
and the mentioned routings. In 2D-Det, it is sometimes
possible to have a simultaneous reduction in both X and Y
offsets. As mentioned previously,Type I nodes have addi-
tionalX−Y − andX+Y + diagonal channels in comparison
with traditional two-dimensional Mesh nodes. Hence, 2D-
Det can route the messages through these channels when
bothXdifference andYdifference are positive or both nega-
tive. On the other hand, inType II nodes, 2D-Det can route
the messages throughX−Y + andX+Y − channels if ei-
therXdifference or Ydifference is positive and the other is

negative, and vice versa. Despite this concurrent reduction,
there is still an ordering in offset reduction. This means that
we can only reduce the offset of Y when the X dimension
offset is zero.

Inputs :
current node address:(Xcurrent, Ycurrent)
destination node address:(Xdestination, Ydestination)
Output : The selected output physical channel
Xdifference := Xdestination −Xcurrent;
Ydifference := Ydestination − Ycurrent;
if (Xdifference = 0) and (Ydifference = 0)

return EjectionChannel;
if ((Xcurrent is even) and (Ycurrent is even))

or ((Xcurrent is odd) and (Ycurrent is odd))
{ if (Xdifference > 0)

{if (Ydifference > 0) return X+Y +;
else return X+; }

else if (Xdifference < 0)
{if (Ydifference < 0) return X−Y −;

else return X−; }
else if (Xdifference = 0)

{if (Ydifference > 0) return Y +;
else return Y −; }

}
if ((Xcurrent is even) and (Ycurrent is odd))

or ((Xcurrent is odd) and (Ycurrent is even))
{ if (Xdifference > 0)

{if (Ydifference < 0) return X+Y −;
else return X+; }

else if (Xdifference < 0)
{if (Ydifference > 0) return X−Y +;

else return X−; }
else if (Xdifference = 0)

{if (Ydifference > 0) return Y +;
else return Y −; }

}

Figure 5. Deterministic routing algorithm for
two-dimensional DCM.

To give an intuition that 2D-Det is deadlock-free, we can
use the well known turn model introduced by Glass and Ni
[10]. As mentioned in [10], a routing algorithm can prevent
deadlock by prohibiting certain turns in the network. In our
case, by investigating theDCM structure we can identify 12
types of none zero and none180o turns [10] which can be
used to form 8 basic cycles as shown in Figure 6(a). Since
the mechanism of 2D-Det is similar to dimension ordered, it
does not allow any turn occurrence when source channel of
the turn is of Y direction. This limitation prohibits certain
turns. Such turns are highlighted by a gray color in Figure



6(b). As shown in this figure, after prohibiting the men-
tioned turns, all 8 basic cycles are broken and consequently,
there is no possibility for deadlock occurrence.

The formal proof of deadlock freeness of the 2D-Det is
provided in [18].

(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) Basic cycles in the network
which are formed by all types of possible
none zero and none 180o turns. (b) The high-
lighted turns are prohibited ones by 2D-Det.
All basic cycles have been broken.

4. Simplification of Wiring and Bandwidth En-
hancement

As mentioned in section 2, the proposedDCM topology
is used to connect nodes of theMCC network. We first de-
fine a two dimensionalMCC.

Definition 6 . A two dimensional MCC, denoted by
MCC(k0, k1) or MCCk0×k1 , consists of a set of nodes
N(MCCk0×k1) = {(a0, a1) | 0 ≤ a0 ≤ k0 − 1, 0 ≤
a1 ≤ k1 − 1} , in which all nodes are connected using the
rules defined in Definition 4 but with a difference in the im-
plementation method, in that all links connecting nodes of
each fully-connected sub-graph of size 4 are replaced with
a single crossbar switch of size4× 4.

Figure 3 shows the result of this replacement on the links
of the DCM4×4 of Figure 1. All of the possible direct

connections which were available between nodes ofDCM
could also be established inMCC network. The difference
is that some of the mentioned connections should be estab-
lished through a crossbar switch, instead of a direct link.
This substitution leads to a drawback; contention will oc-
cur if more than one node tries to connect to a single node
through a crossbar. As an example, when nodes(1, 1) and
(0, 1) simultaneously try to connect to node(0, 0), one of
them should wait till the end of the connection of the other.
This effect will degrade network performance, especially
in situations were the probability of contention is high i.e.
when traffic load of the network is high around the switch.
We will discuss this effect when we propose experimental
results in section 5.

It is clear that the mentioned substitution reduces node
degree in the network with respect to Mesh. To il-
lustrate, inMesh4×4 we haveND,Mesh4×4(0, 0) = 2,
ND,Mesh4×4(0, 1) = 3, andND,Mesh4×4 = (1, 1) = 4; in
MCC4×4 these values are reduced toND,MCC4×4(0, 0) =
1, ND,MCC4×4(0, 1) = 2, and ND,DCM4×4(1, 1) = 3.
Consequently, most of the space reserved for wiring links in
Mesh is freed, and the wiring complexity will be reduced.
In addition, we can use these free spaces to enhance the
bandwidth of the remaining links of the network- bandwidth
is defined as the number of bits that can be transferred in
parallel in one cycle of communication. To illustrate, if the
bandwidth of the network is 128 bits, for each bidirectional
link there would be2 × 128 outgoing wires for each side
of the link. Hence in aDCM4×4, there are3 × 2 × 128,
4×2×128, and6×2×128 outgoing wires in nodes(0, 0),
(0, 1), and(1, 1) respectively. In addition, in aMesh4×4

there are2 × 2 × 128, 3 × 2 × 128, and 4 × 2 × 128
outgoing wires on nodes(0, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1) respec-
tively. But inMCC4×4, these values are reduced to2×128,
2×2×128, and2×2×128. In a nutshell, the mentioned sub-
stitution declines the wiring complexity and releases space
which can be used to enhance the bandwidth of the remain-
ing links. This enhancement improves the performance and
can also compensate for the degradation effect of the cross-
bar switch. Our experimental results proposed in section 5,
verify the correctness of this claim.

Definition 7 . A three dimensional MCC, denoted by
MCC(k0, k1, k2) or MCCk0,k1,k2 , consists of a set of
nodesN(MCCk0×k1×k2) = {(a0, a1, a2) | 0 ≤ a0 ≤
k0 − 1, 0 ≤ a1 ≤ k1 − 1, 0 ≤ a2 ≤ k2 − 1}, in which all
nodes are connected using the rules defined in Definition
5 but with a difference in implementation, in that all links
connecting nodes of a fully-connected sub-graph of size 4
or 8 are replaced with a single crossbar switch of size4× 4
or 8× 8 respectively.

To substitute normal links of a three dimensionalDCM
with crossbar switches, we need crossbar switches of two



different sizes:

• Crossbar switches of size8 × 8: for connecting fully-
connected sub-graphs with their nodes forming a cube.
The sub-graphs in Figure 2(d), highlighted with a gray
color are as such.

• Crossbar switches of size4 × 4: for connecting
fully-connected sub-graphs with their nodes forming
a square. Nodes a, b, c, and d in Figure 2(d) are as
such.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, we verify the efficiency ofMCC in com-
parison with its equivalent traditional topologies such as
Mesh and Torus. For this purpose, we select topologies of
size4 × 4 × 4 and set the packet length to 32 flits. The
illustrated results are true for other sizes of the network
and packet lengthes but with minor variations. We will also
evaluate the efficiency of our proposed topology under pop-
ular traffic patterns: uniform and hot spot with the hot rate
of 15%. The simulations are done with Xmulator [16] for
performance evaluation and with Orion [19] for power and
energy evaluation in the 65nm technology.
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Figure 7. Performance of Mesh, Torus, and
MCC under hot spot and uniform traffic pat-
terns

Figure 7 compares latency in Mesh, Torus, andMCC
topologies, with 5 virtual channels. It is apparent that un-
der uniform traffic pattern,MCC has a considerable perfor-
mance enhancement in comparison with Mesh and Torus,
which shows the efficiency of our proposed topology. We
mentioned that crossbar switches decline the performance
due to long waiting time to get the communication chan-
nel. This fact is observable where the performance of
MCC is worse than Torus and Mesh. Due to higher traf-
fic load around the hot spot node, messages passing the
crossbars around that node and its neighbors experience

more blocking time. Because of the nature of crossbar
switch this waiting time will increase exponentially. Figure
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Figure 8. Power consumption of Mesh, Torus,
and MCC under hot spot and uniform traffic
patterns

8 shows the power consumption of these topologies. The
high power consumption ofMCC reflects the incremen-
tal effect of crossbar switches on power consumption. In-
deed, better bandwidth and improved performance cost
more power consumption. The power consumption ofMCC
under hotspot traffic pattern is considerably lower compared
to uniform traffic pattern. Again, we can conclude that the
blocking time inMCC with hot spot traffic model is so high
that leads to power reduction. We have shown that the per-
formance ofMCC is worse than Torus under hot spot traffic
model. But there is a trade off between power consump-
tion and performance or throughput. As we can see from
Figure 8,MCC consumes less power than Torus, while the
performance of Torus outperforms itsMCC counterpart. It
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Figure 9. Energy consumption of Mesh,
Torus, and MCC under hot spot and uniform
traffic patterns

has been shown in [14] that it is unfair to compare differ-
ent architectures in terms of their power efficiency without



considering their throughputs. It is thus more desirable to
examine the energy consumption ratio (which is the same
metric as the often-quoted power-delay product) of compet-
ing architectures. Figure 9 provide the energy consump-
tion diagrams for each flit communicated in a network. It
is clear that the energy consumption ofMCC is lower than
Mesh and is close to that in Torus. Energy consumption is
a vital factor for many designers due to battery life limita-
tions. This means, althoughMCC consumes more power
compared to other topologies, its better performance leaves
the designers with a controversial tradeoff to be made.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

Improving communication performance of the MP-SoCs
has been a captivating concept for multi-processor and NoC
designers in recent years. Physical design constraints play
a vital role to achieve this goal and there is a tradeoff be-
tween performance and physical constraints. In this paper
we have proposed a new topology to cope with the physical
constraints and enhance communication performance. Our
solution, calledMCC, is based on the idea of substituting
each fully-connected sub-graphs of the network with a sin-
gle crossbar switch. This substitution reduces the number
of outputs emanating from a single node and frees most of
the wiring space. Therefore wiring complexity will be de-
clined and we can use the additional free space to increase
the bandwidth of the remaining communication links and
get a better performance. Experimental results proved that
our proposed topology can enhance the performance and
energy consumption of the network due to bandwidth ex-
pansion, and the cost paid for such improvements is power
consumption.

Our future objective is to extend the mentioned approach
of bandwidth enhancement to other well-known topologies
which consist of fully-connected sub-graphs.
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